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Preface 
Multivariate meshfree approximation techniques are currently receiving much attention as an 
alternative to traditional methods. While traditional methods are often based on (piecewise) 
polynomials and frequently require a fairly simple geometry and a certain amount of regularity of 
the associated iscretization of the problem, meshfree methods hare the advantage of being able 
to deal with complex geometries and irregular discretizations. Moreover, traditional methods 
such as finite elements and splints are defined on an underlying computational mesh (e.g., a 
triangulation i  2D or a tetrahedral decomposition of the domain in 3D). Meshfree methods, on 
the other hand, can usually be formulated without meshes, drawing all the information eeded 
fl'om a collection of nodal values. This feature, common to all numerical methods presented in this 
special issue (such as radial basis functions (RBFs), moving least squares (MLS) approximations, 
partition of unity methods, or local least squares methods), iswhat has led to the term "meshfree" 
o1 "meshless" methods. 
The current special issue is comprised of 14 papers on various topics related to multivariate 
meshfl'ee approximation methods written by leading researchers in the field, both mathematicians 
and engineers. While all papers deal with meshfree approximation methods, they cover a wide 
spectrum of both theory and applications. The papers can roughly be divided into two groups: 
• seven papers dealing with partial differential equations (PDEs), and 
• seven papers concerned with the underlying approximation theoretic problems or scattered 
data fitting applications. 
While weak-form solutions have been used in the literature (especially for moving least squares 
based methods) all PDE papers included here are based on a collocation, or strong-form, ap- 
proach. 
A moving least squares collocation method whose standard polynomial basis has been enriched 
fbr elastic crack problems is employed in "Enriched meshfree collocation method with diffuse 
derivatives for elastic fracture" by Young-Cheol Yoon, Sang-Ho Lee, and Ted Belytschko. The 
required derivatives are obtained via approximate "diffuse" derivatives. 
An integrated form of RBFs is investigated by Scott Sarra in "Integrated multiquadric ra- 
dial basis function approximation methods". He presents a numerical study of convergence and 
stability with the help of the Contour-Pad6 algorithm of Fornberg and Wright and establishes 
a connection between limiting cases of integrated multiquadrics and polyharmonic splints. An 
application to the solution of an elliptic PDE via nonsymmetric RBF collocation is included. 
In "Eigenvalue stability of radial basis function discretizations for time-dependent problems" 
Rodrigo Platte and Tobin Driscoll study the stability of an RBF collocation approach akin to 
pseudospectral methods for time-dependent PDEs by examining the eigenvalues of RBF differ- 
entiation matrices on structured grids. In addition, they introduce a least-squares technique that 
allows separation of accuracy and stability characteristics also on irregular collocation points. 
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A local nonsymmetric RBF collocation method in the spirit of finite difference methods is 
proposed for time-dependent problems in "Meshfl'ee xplicit local radial basis function collocation 
method for diffusion problems" by Bozidar Sarler and Robert Vertnik. The authors conclude that 
the meshfree method outperforms the classical finite difference method in most cases. 
A similar approach is taken in "Numerical comparison of least square-based finite difference 
(LSFD) and radial basis function-based finite difference (RBFFD) methods" by Chang Shu, 
Hang Ding, and Ning Zhao where two local meshfree methods are compared for two steady 
PDEs problems. In one of them the finite difference stencil is based on a locally weighted least 
squares fit, while the other uses RBFs in a local neighborhood. 
Both the symmetric and nonsymmetric collocation approaches using global RBFs are applied 
in "Application of radial basis functions to linear and nonlinear structural analysis problems" by 
Carlos Tiago and Vitor Leit~o. The authors emphasize the ease of implementation a d accuracy 
of the method. 
"The role of the multiquadric shape parameters in solving elliptic partial differential equations" 
is studied by James Wertz, Ed Kansa, and Leevan Ling. Their experiments provide evidence 
that for the nonsymmetrie RBF collocation solution of elliptic PDEs with Dirichlet boundary 
conditions the multiquadric shape parameter should be chosen much larger on the boundary than 
in the interior--a point also noted in Platte and Driscoll's paper. Moreover, the authors also 
study the effect of the exponent for generalized multiquadrics concluding that a larger exponent 
yields greater accuracy. 
Scaling of radial basis functions also plays a central role in "Scaling radial basis functions 
via Euclidean distance matrices" by Brad Baxter. In this paper the author provides a new 
way of thinking about locally scaled radial basis functions by introducing a perturbed istance 
functional. 
A different application of variable scaling is considered in "Shape preserving surface reconstruc- 
tion using locally anisotropic radial basis function interpolants" by Giulio Casciola, Damiana 
Lazzaro, Laura Montefusco, and Serena Morigi. Here the authors investigate the use of locally 
adaptively scaled radial basis functions within a partition of unity approach for the use of shape 
preserving surface reconstruction where the surface data is given as a cloud of points in three 
dimensions. 
"A new class of oscillatory radial basis functions" is introduced by Bengt Fornberg, Elisabeth 
Larsson, and Orady Wright. These functions are based on Bessel functions of the first kind and 
include Gaussians as a special case. Tile authors establish nonsingularity of the corresponding 
interpolation matrices and show that the oscillatory functions behave favorably in their flat limit 
as they converge (whenever the limit exists) to a polynomial. 
Moreover, in "Exact polynomial reproduction of oscillatory radial basis functions on infinite 
lattices" Natasha Flyer shows that the oscillatory character of the functions permits exact poly- 
nomial reproduction on infinite lattices a feature often noted as lacking in other radial basis 
functions. 
By introducing a suitable inner product hat also includes derivatives of basis functions "Her- 
mite type moving-least-squares approximations" is studied by Zohar Komargodsky and David 
Levin. 
"Strictly positive definite kernels on subsets of the complex plane" are investigated and (in the 
special case of the complex unit circle) completely characterized by Valdir Menegatto, Claudemir 
Oliveira, and Ana Peron. 
In "Half-plane approximation with radial functions" Martin Buhmann proves existence of car- 
dinal functions for interpolation with radial basis functions centered at lattice points that are 
restricted to a half-plane or half-space. 
In summary, certain trends and over-arching themes can be observed in the papers included 
here. 
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The two major numerical techniques are radial basis functions and moving least squares meth- 
ods (including partition of unity and locally weighted least squares). These two groups of methods 
are generally viewed as different from each other, and it would be nice to have an interpretation 
of meshfree methods that unifies them. 
Local approximation methods play an important role in several of the papers for both PDEs 
and data fitting. In particular, an interpretation of Iocal meshfree collocation as a generalization 
of finite differences is an emerging theme. 
Variable scaling of the basis functions has been advocated as a practical improvement of stan- 
dard RBF methods for quite some time. Any new insight in this direction is most welcome and 
highly desirable. 
Based on the characterization of functions that are strictly positive definite and radial on all 
space dimensions in terms of completely monotone functions the main attention in the study 
and construction of radial basis functions has focused on nonnegative basis functions. The in- 
troduction of oscillatory RBFs may provide possibilities for further advances in both theory and 
practice. 
I would like to end by thanking Prof. Ervin Rodin for giving me the opportunity to compile 
this special issues, and Christee Zimmermann for her editorial help. Finally, I wish to thank all 
of the authors and referees for their interesting and stimulating contributions and constructive 
comments that led to this collection of high-quality papers. I am looking forward to many more 
exciting developments in the field of meshfree approximation i  coming years. 
Greg Fasshauer 
Guest Editor 
